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PRINCIPAL EIGENVALUES FOR PROBLEMS

WITH INDEFINITE WEIGHT FUNCTION ON R

K. J. BROWN, C. COSNER, AND J. FLECKINGER    <

(Communicated by Barbara L. Keyfitz)

Abstract. We investigate the existence of positive principal eigenvalues of the

problem —Au(x) = lg(x)u for x e R" ; u(x) —* 0 as x —> oo where the

weight function g changes sign on R" . It is proved that such eigenvalues exist

if g is negative and bounded away from 0 at oo or if n > 3 and \g(x)\ is

sufficiently small at oo but do not exist if n = 1  or 2 and fRn g(x)dx > 0 .

1. Introduction

We shall discuss the existence of a principal eigenvalue for the linear elliptic

problem

(1) -Au{x) — Xg{x)u{x)        for x in Z?" ;     u(x) —> 0 as \x\ —► oo,

where A denotes the Laplacian and g: Rn —> R is a smooth function which

changes sign on R", i.e. g is an indefinite weight function. By a principal

eigenvalue of (1) we mean a value of X corresponding to which there is a

solution u of (1) with u(x) > 0 for x e R" ; in this case u is termed a

principal eigenfunction. Principal eigenvalues for similar problems on bounded

regions with Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions have been discussed

by various authors (see e.g. Bocher [5], Hess and Kato [9], Brown and Lin [2],

Flecking and Lapidus [6]). The study of such problems has been motivated in

part by the wish to understand related nonlinear boundary value problems such

as

(2) -Au(x) = Xgix)fiu{x))        for x in £2

where, e.g. f{u) = m(1 — u) (see Fleming [7]). A branch of positive solutions

may bifurcate from the zero solution of (2) precisely when A is a principal
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eigenvalue of the corresponding linearized problem. Such a nonlinear problem

on all of R" was studied by Brown et al. in [3] and [4] and some of the results

of the present paper were motivated by the results therein.

In §2 we prove the existence of a positive principal eigenvalue provided g

is negative and bounded away from 0 at oo and so generalize the result of [4]

where it is shown that if g is, in addition, radially symmetric then bifurcation

of positive solutions occurs at some positive value of X. Our results complement

the results of Bonnet in [1] where the situation n — 2 is discussed. In §3 we

show that, if n — 1 or 2 and JR„ g dx > 0, then there is no positive principal

eigenvalue. Finally in §4 we show that, if n > 3 and gix) decays faster than

l/|x| , then there exists a positive principal eigenvalue. The dependence of

the nature of the spectrum on the spatial dimension appears elsewhere in the

literature on the spectral theory of linear operators on LAR") (e.g. Cwikel-Lieb-

Rosenbljum bound, see Reed and Simon [11]). In our case a crucial feature of

the argument in §4 is the use of the Hardy inequality which holds only when

n > 3.

2. Existence of principal eigenvalue when g is negative at oo

We shall establish the following result.

Theorem 2.1. Suppose that there exist R > 0 and K > 0 such that gix) <

-K for \x\ > R. Then there exists a positive principal eigenvalue of (1) with

corresponding principal eigenfunction lying in L7iR").

First we prove a preliminary lemma.

Lemma 2.2. Suppose g satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1. Then

Xx=inf If   \Vu\2dxl Í  gudx:ueHx{R"), f  gudx>o\>0.

Proof. Let B denote a ball such that ¡Bgdx < 0 and gix) < 0 whenever

x & B. It can be shown (see Brown, Lin, and Tertikas [3]) that there exists

cx > 0 such that

/ |Vw| dx >cx I u dx
J b J B

for all ueHxiB) with ¡B gu2dx>0.

Suppose u e H iR") and JR„ gu dx > 0. Then JR gu' dx > 0 and

/   \Vu\~ dx > / \Vu\~dx > c, / u dx > cxc2 / gu'dx > cxc2 /   gu'dx
J R" Jb Jb Jb ' J R"

where c2 > 0 is chosen such that c-,gix) < 1 for all x e B. Hence

{JR„ \Vu\ dx/ fR„ gu2dx: u e HX{R"), fR„ gu'dx > 0} is bounded below by

cxc1 and so the proof is complete.

Proof of Theorem 2.1. We prove that A, as defined in Lemma 2.2 is the required

principal eigenvalue.
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Let L denote the self-adjoint operator on L^{Rn) generated by the differen-

tial expression -A-Xxg. Since there exists Kx > 0 suchthat -Xxg{x)A-Kx >0

for all x, the symmetric operator defined by -Au — Xxg on C™{R") is essen-

tially self-adjoint (see Reed and Simon [11], Theorem X.28) and so has closure

L. It follows that the domain of L, D{L), is contained in HxiR") and that

{Lu,v)= /   (Vu • Vv -Xxguv)dx        for all u, v e D{L)
JR"

where ( , ) denotes the usual inner product on L2iR"). Because of the def-

inition of Xx , there exists a sequence of functions {uk} in H {R") such that

fR„ukdx = 1, ¡R„gukdx > 0 and fR«\Vuk\ dx/ fR„ gukdx -* X{. Since

C^iR") is dense in H {R"), we may assume without loss of generality that

{uk}cC™{R"). Then

lim {Luk , «.)= lim
k—+oo A—»oo

as fR„ gu'k dx < max g{x) for all k. It is also easy to see from the definition of

Xx that {Lu, u) > 0 for all u e D{L). Thus inf{(L«, u): ue D{L) ,{u,u) =

1} = 0 and so inf a{L) = 0 where o{L) denotes the spectrum of L .

Let g be a smooth function such that g(x) = g{x) when |x| > R and

g{x) < -K for all x. Let L denote the self-adjoint operator generated by

-A- Xxg. Since

-~. f 2 2 f       "i ^
{Lu,u)= /   (|V«|   - Xxgu')dx > XXK      u dx        for all u e D{L)

J r" Jr"

it follows that the spectrum and so the essential spectrum of L is contained in

[XXK, oo). Moreover L = L-Xx{g-g) where g~g has compact support and

so the essential spectrum of L coincides with the essential spectrum of L (see

Reed and Simon [12], §XIII.4).  Thus 0 lies in a{L) but not in the essential

spectrum of L and so must be an eigenvalue of finite multiplicity of L, i.e.

there exists nonzero ue L2{Rn) such that Lu = 0.

This eigenfunction u is a weak solution of -Au = Xxgu on R" and so Weyl's

lemma (see Reed and Simon [11], p. 53) shows that u is also a classical solution.

Moreover as infer(L) is an eigenvalue of L, it follows from Reed and Simon

[12], Theorem XIII.48 that the corresponding eigenfunction is strictly positive.

We now obtain bounds for Xx in terms of eigenvalues for equations on

bounded regions. Let B again denote a ball such that fB gdx < 0 and

g(x) < 0 whenever x £ B . Let SX{B) and vx{B) denote the positive principal

eigenvalues of

-Au{x) = Xg{x)u{x)        for x in B

with Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions, respectively. It can be shown

that (see Brown and Lin [2] or Manes and Micheletti [10])

ôx(B) = inf ll(u, B):ueH0x{B), Í gu2dx > 0

/   gukdx     /   \Vuk\ dx/       gukdx
Jr" Jr" /  Jr"

= 0

}
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and

vx{B) = inf il{u,B): ueHx{B), Í gu2dx > o| ,

where I{u, Q) — /a]Vw| dx/ fngu dx. Clearly vx{B) < ôx{B) and as can

be seen from the Proof of Lemma 2.2 the condition fB g dx < 0 ensures that

vx {B) > 0. We have shown above that

Theorem 2.3.   vx{B) <XX< ôx{B).

Proof. Let u e HX{R") with fR„ gu2 dx > 0. Then u\B e Hx {B) and, since

g < 0 on Rn/B, fBgu2dx>0. Hence vx{B) < Xx .

Let u e HQ {B) with ¡B gu dx > 0. If u is defined to be zero outside of B

then ue H {R") and jR„ gu dx > 0. Hence Xx < <51 {B).

3.   NONEXISTENCE OF A POSITIVE PRINCIPAL EIGENVALUE

Throughout this section we assume that fR„ g{x)dx > 0. We allow the case

where fR„ g{x) = +00 but our assumption implies that jR„g~{x)dx < 00

where g~ = max{-g, 0}. We first extend a result of [3].

Lemma 3.1. Suppose n= I or 2 and that JR„ g{x)dx > 0. If Sx(r) denotes

the positive principal eigenvalue of the problem

—Au(x) = Xg(x)u(x)    for\x\<r;        u{x) = 0    for \x\ = r

then limi.^oof51(r) = 0.

Proof. We consider only the case where n — 2 ; the case n — 1 is similar but

simpler. Let M = min{l, 5 JRi g{x)dx}. Choose R > 0 such that

/        g{x)dx>M; j        g~{x)dx <[2M.
J\x\<R J\x\>R

Let e > 0. Define a continuous radially symmetric function v as follows

ti(r) = l ifr<Z?,

v'{r) = -e/r        if R < r < Z ,

v{r) = 0        if r<Z.

Then v is a decreasing function for R < r < Z v/ithv{R) = 1 and v(Z) = 0;

clearly Z is a function of R and £ . Since v(r) - -slnr-\-b for some positive

constant b on [R, Z], we must have that

-elnR + b= 1;        -elnZ + ¿ = 0

and so

e(lnZ-lnÄ) = 1.
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If r>Z

I       \Vv\ dx =      rvr dr =       e~/rdr = e (InZ - InZ?) = e.
J\x\<r Jo Jr

Moreover

/      g(x)v dx = /       g(x)dxA- / g{x)v'dx
J\x\<r J\x\<R JR<\x\<r

>M-[ g~{x)dx> \-M.
JR<\x\<r 2

Hence, if r > Z ,

ôx(r) = inf \l{u, Br): u e H¡(Br),J gu2 dx > ol

<I(v,Br)<2e/M,

where Z denotes the Rayleigh quotient as in the previous section and Br =

{x e R : \x\ < r} . This completes the proof.

Theorem 3.2. Suppose n — 1 or 2 and fR„ g dx > 0. Then there does not exist

a positive principal eigenvalue of {I).

Proof. Suppose that the theorem is false and let X and u denote a principal

eigenvalue and corresponding principal eigenfunction.

It is easy to see that by choosing B to be a sufficiently small ball on which

g > 0 we can make âx{B) as large as we please. Hence, as limr^ocóx{Br) = 0

and the principal eigenvalue of the Dirichlet problem depends continuously

on the domain, we can find a ball B such that âx {B) = X. If ç? denotes a

corresponding principal eigenfunction, then

(3) -A<p=Xgtp     onB;        (p\()B = 0.

Choose K > Âsup{|g(jv)|: x e B} . Then

-Acp + {K - Xg)cp = K<p > 0        on B

and it follows from the maximum principle that d(p/dn < 0 on dB .

Since w is a principal eigenfunction on R" ,

(4) -Au — Xgu    onB;        u\0B>Q.

Multiplying equation (3) by u and equation (4) by tp , subtracting and inte-

grating we obtain ¡¡)Bu{d(p/dn)dS = 0 which is impossible and so the proof

is complete.

4. Existence of principal eigenvalue when g is small at infinity

In this section we shall assume that |^(x)| < K(\ + \x\')~" for some constants

K > 0 and a > 1 . This smallness assumption is compatible with the positivity

assumption of the previous section, viz.   fR„ gdx > 0 ; however the nature
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of the result changes as we now consider only the case n > 3.   Using these

assumptions we shall prove the existence of a principal eigenvalue.

We establish our results by following the variational approach of Weinberger

[13]. Define the Hubert space

V = lu: R" -* R:   Í {\Vu\2 + (1 + \x\2)~xu)dx < oo j

with inner product

(u,v)=      (Vu.Vv + (1 + \x\')~xuv)dx
Jr"

and define sesquilinear forms a, b: V x V ^ R by

a{u,v)= /   Vu.Vv dx;b{u,v) = /   guvdx.
Jr" Jr"

Clearly a(u, u) < (u, u).  By Hardy's inequality there exists a constant k

such that

/   \Vu\2>k[  u/\x\2dx        for all ueC™{Rn).
Jr" Jr"

Hence

r -, [    f 2 2 2 1
a{u,u)=       \Vu\~ dx > -      i\Vu\  A-ku /\x\ )dx >-kx{u,u),

Jr" 2 Jr" l

where kx = min{l, k} for all u e C^iR"). Since C^iR") is dense in V , it

follows that a{u, u) > \kx{u, u) for all u in V . Thus a{-, •) is an equivalent

inner product for  V. Henceforth we shall assume that the inner product for

V is that induced by a and denote the corresponding norm by || ||î;.

For all u, v e V

\b(u, v)\ -   /   guv dx
Jr"

U-y 1/2   ,   , -v 1/2
ilAr\x^y"u dx\     I     (l + \x\2)~av2dx\

< K(u, u)    {v , v)     < Kx\\u\\v\\v\\v        for some constant Kx.

Hence by the Riesz representation theorem we can define a linear operator

T: V -> V such that

b{u, v) = a{Tu, v)        for all u, v e V.

It is straightforward to check that T is bounded and self-adjoint.
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We now show that T is a compact operator. Suppose that {uk} is a bounded

sequence in V. Then for all positive integers k, I

\\Tuk - Tut\\l = a{T{uk - u,), T{uk - u,)) = b{uk - u¡, T{uk - u,))

Lg{uk - ul)T{uk - Uj) dx
r"

Iß

\j (l + lxfr'iut-ufdxl

{ jRi{l + \x\2)-n{Tuk-Tut)2dx'

<AL 2  -a 2 ) X/2

(l + |x| ) n{uk-ul) dx>     \\Tuk - TUj\\v

for some constant L.

Thus

(5) \\Tuk - Tu,\\2v < L2 U(l + \x\2r\uk - u,)2dx\ .

We use (5) to produce a convergent subsequence of {Tuk} . Since {uk} is

bounded in V, {uk} is bounded in H {B) for every ball B in Rn and so has

a convergent subsequence in L2(B). Thus by using a diagonalization procedure

we can find a subsequence, for convenience again denoted by {uk} which con-

verges in L2{B) for every bounded subset B of R". We now show that the

sequence {Tuk} is Cauchy.

Let e > 0. Since {uk} is bounded in V , there exists a constant M > 0 such

that fR,Al + \x\2)~xu2kdx < M forall k. Clearly ¡R„{l + \x\2)~x{uk-ux)2dx <

4M for all k,l. Choose R > 0 such that 4M {I A- R2)x~n < e. Because

{uk} is Cauchy on L2{BR), there exists a positive integer N such that

JB {uk - ux) dx < e if k, I > N. Hence by (5)

\\Tuk - Tu,\\2v

<L2{[ {l + \x\2)~"{uk -ufdxA- [      {lA-\x\2)~'t{uk-ul)2dx\
[Jbk J\x\>r J

<L2 Je + (1+Z?2)'"" /      {l + \x\2)~x{uk-u,)2dx\ if k, I > N
{ J\x\>R J

<L2 Í[e + 4M{1 +Z?2)1""} <2L2e.

Hence {Tuk} is Cauchy and so T is a compact operator.

Since T is compact, the largest eigenvalue pt of T is given by px =

supu€(/ a{Tu, u)/a{u, u), i.e.

px = supb{u, u)/a{u, u) = sup /   gu dx     \   |V«| dx.
u€V u€V JR" I    JR"
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If g is positive on an open set G of R" , there exists u e V with support in

G and so with fR„ gu2 dx/ JR \Vu\2 dx > 0. Hence px > 0.

Let <p denote an eigenfunction corresponding to the eigenvalue px of T.

Since T(p = px<p ,

b(<p, v) = a(Tq>, v) - pxa{<p, v)        for all v e V,

i.e.

px / Vtp-Vv dx = /   gtpv dx        for all v e V.

Thus tp is a weak solution of -Au = pT gu and so by Weyl's lemma is a

classical solution.

We now prove that tp does not change sign on R". Let <p+ and <p~ denote

the positive and negative parts of <p , i.e. <p = <p+ A- q>~ . Then q>+ , (p~~ e V

and

a(tp, <p) = a{<p+, (p+) + a{(p~ , tp~);        b(tp, tp) = b(tp+ , <p+) + b(cp~ , (p~).

Since

b(<P+, <P+)     b((p, <p) _ b(<p+ , tp+)a{<p~ ,tp~)- a{(p+ , <P+)b{<p~ , <p~)

a{(p+,(p+)     a{<p,(p) a{<p+, <p+)a{<p, <p)

and

b(<p~ , <p~) _ bjtp, <p) = a{<p+ , <p+)b{<p~ , tp~) - a{(p~ , tp~)b{(p+ , tp+)

a{(p~,tp~)     a{(p,tp) a{ip~ , <p~)a{<p, tp)

it follows that

~..„ Í b(<P+ , <P+)   b(<p~ , cp~)\ ̂  bjtp, g)
max <-—- , -> >- = p..

\a{<p+,<p+)   a{tp~ ,(p~)\      a(tp,tp)       '

Hence, because of the supremum definition of px , we must have that either

b{<P+ , <P+)     „ nr        bjtp' , <p~)
-t-t- = p. or-— = px .
a{(p   ,<p  ) a{(p   ,<p   )

Hence by Theorem 5.2 of Weinberger [13] it follows that either tp+ or <p~ is

an eigenfunction corresponding to px i.e. there exists an eigenfunction corre-

sponding to px  which does not change sign on R" .

For convenience we again denote this eigenfunction by <p and suppose that

tp > 0 on R" . Suppose that there exists x0 e R" such that tp(x0) = 0. Let B

denote any ball in R" centered at x0 such that tp is not identically equal to 0

on B . Choose C > 0 such that C - p~x g{x) > 0 for all x in B . Then

-A<pA-(C-p~lg(x))<p>C<p>0     onB;        <p>0     ondB

and so by the maximum principle <p > 0 on B. Hence tp{x) > 0 for all

x e R". (The argument used in this paragraph is similar to an argument used

in Gossez and Lami Dozo in [8].)
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Thus we have proved

Theorem 4.1. Suppose n > 3  and there exists K > 0 and a > 1  such that

\g{x)\ < K{ 1 + |x| )~a . Then there exists a positive principal eigenvalue of ( 1 ).
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